
A big thank you to  
everyone who attended our 

Membership Potluck at  
Cornwall park on August 13th. 

 
A delicious meal of  

lasagna, breadsticks and  other 
dishes were shared during this 
event. It was a pleasure to get 

to connect with others who 
have also been positively  

impacted by NAMI Whatcom.  

Annual Membership Potluck at Cornwall 

President, Christine Morrow 

Secretary, Teresa Hertz 

Treasurer, Sue Wolfley 
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David Scholten 

Darrell Stewart 
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Love Is a Many Splintered Thing 
  

 
Thank you Denis Cleary 

 
On July 25

th
, hundreds gathered at Denis Cleary’s  

memorial at the Church of the Assumption and reception at 
Westford’s Broadway Hall to say good-bye to a beloved 
man. Devoted to helping those with mental illnesses, the 
family suggested that memorial donations be sent to NAMI 
Whatcom.   
 
Deny was a member of NAMI Whatcom from 2002 until 
2010. He was a devoted teacher and counselor for 42 
years, many of those at Whatcom Middle School. For  
21-years he participated in Bellingham School District’s  
Mobile Response Team helping students and staff cope in 
times of crisis. He touched many lives by being a friend to 
all. Politically, he supported candidates, working to bring 
more services to benefit children and those with chronic 
health conditions. 
 
As a former NAMI board president, I had the privilege to work with Deny for several years. A 
fond memory; he would call and say: “Hello Sister Betty; this is Brother Deny.” He  
supported NAMI’s efforts to bring Teen Screen, an early identification and prevention  
program, into Whatcom County. He, Laurie Winters, and I taught workshops on mental  
illness awareness to parents and faculty at schools throughout the county, and Deny and I 
co-facilitated the Visions for Tomorrow Class.  Two days after his memorial, I  
participated in a service at the Bellingham Unitarian Fellowship titled “The Religious Life is 
an Ethical Life.”  
 
I wrote and dedicated the following poem to Deny and Aileen Cleary who, for me,  exemplify 
the definitions of love, described below.      Betty Scott 

In Remembrance of Deny Cleary 
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Through grief, joy, and love, on behalf of NAMI Whatcom, I thank Deny Cleary 

and his family.  Betty Scott 

Artist’s Love 
 

When we stare Into  
the deepest eyes of  

intimacy   
 

discipline and commitment  
shine back. 

 

Family Love 
 

When we grieve and love  
our bodies tune and hum 

 
 

to ancient rhythms of home. 

Spiritual Love 
 

When we dare open 
the mouth of love 

 

we taste grief before joy. 
 



A Note of Appreciation 
 

Deny Cleary was part of the good news in our world, day after day, year after year, in his role as 
school counselor at Whatcom Middle School, and of course, in his many other capacities in our 
community. His compassionate influence, delivered to so many children and their families, was in 
evidence as a wonderfully large crowd turned out to celebrate his life on Friday, July 25th. While I, 
like many, were deeply saddened at his passing, that sense of loss exists because of the gifts of 
kindness and support given by Deny to so many people, not unlike pebbles in a pond rippling into 
the future.  
 
I knew Deny primarily as parent of two daughters who attended Whatcom Middle School while he 
was counselor there. As we mothers nervously watched our youngsters move into the emotional 
minefield that is adolescence, Deny was there with a workshop that educated us about the coming 
changes in our kids, delivered in his inimitable, wise, and good-humored style.  
 
We left feeling as if we had someone holding our hands through this transition. Whenever issues 
arose during middle-school, he was a steady presence, for us and for our kids. One incident was 
particularly sensitive and memorable, his handling of it, exemplary. I will share its brief outlines. 
 
During their last year at Whatcom, my daughter and her friends became upset about a student 

teacher’s treatment of a boy in their class. The girls felt sure that there was a lack of fairness, and 

they were worried about him. I recommended they go see Mr. Cleary, knowing that he would likely 

have a better grasp of the situation at school, and sensitivity both to a student teacher just “learning 

the ropes”, and the students, who were, it seemed, justifiably indignant. Sure enough, Deny 

listened carefully and artfully to the girls, validated their perceptions and concerns, and reassured 

them that they were heard, but did so without castigating the student teacher or encouraging a 

blaming response. At some point, Deny also took time to talk with the young teacher, and no doubt 

was as kind and supportive as he had been with the girls. In the blink of an eye, the dynamic that 

caused the distress changed completely, and all continued to be well. Deny’s gift of understanding 

all sides of an issue and of listening with enormous respect and concern for all, meant he had 

taught these young middle school students, and probably also the student teacher, the great value 

and redemption possible in speaking truth to powerful entities.  They learned that they needn’t 

silence their real concerns, especially difficult when dealing with authority figures. To this day, that 

powerful lesson resonates through their lives as young adults: all of these young women take 

important and principled stands in their work and personal lives.  

As a parent and educator, myself, Deny’s example stood out, and helped lead me into the field of 

school counseling, as well. He believed, as do I, that children and youth should be able to bring 

their truths to a supportive and loving place and person within the schoolhouse. Thus, Deny 

remains an inspiration to me, as he does to others, and I hope I have honored his work with my 

own. Certainly his legacy in our community lives on through the many lives he touched with grace, 

as he performed little miracles every day for an entire career.    Laurie Winters  

NAMI Whatcom is grateful to all the great things that Deny Cleary did for the chapter 

and the community. We have received numerous letters and donations in his honor. 

We want to thank all of you who have supported NAMI Whatcom, it is donations 

such as yours that make it possible for us to continue fulfilling the mission of      

support, education and advocacy for mental health in Whatcom county.   
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NAMI Whatcom could not provide any of the support, education, outreach and   advocacy 
without the help of our sponsors.  

We want to thank the: FedEx Print Office, Whatcom County Health Department and the 
Bellingham Public Library for all you do to support us in our mission.  

On Saturday, November 15th, over 100 people attended a forum on the Issues and Im-
pacts of Mental Illness, sponsored by the League of Women Voters of  Whatcom County.  

Among the speakers were Anne Deacon, Human Services Manager of the Whatcom 
county health department. NAMI members Laurie Maxwell and Bonnie Breitman, child ad Adolescent 
Psychologist Dr. James Harle, Lieutenant Bill Slodysko of the Bellingham police department, Tawna 
Thomas of Lake Whatcom Treatment center (LWTC), and Larry Thompson of the Whatcom   Alli-
ance for Health Advancement (WAHA).  

Ms. Deacon discussed how treatment for mental illness leads to savings of dollars and human lives. 
She pointed out the 1 in 5 people have mental  illness, considered an ‘equal opportunist disease” 
with origins in genetics, brain     chemistry and environment.  

Ms. Maxwell talked about her own experiences with mental health system in Whatcom county and 
Ms. Brietman, the mother of a son with a mental-health diagnosis, talked about the challenges and 
joys of caring for him.  

Dr., Harle focused on mental health for children and adolescents which he says is 
especially underfunded in the united states. He stressed that specialists in child and 
adolescent psychology are in short supply, especially in Whatcom County.  

Lt. Slodysko talked about the impact of mental illness in the criminal justice system. 
He said that he got over 1,100 ‘9-1-1’ calls in 2013. Over 6 years another individual 
made over 217 distress calls. He also mentioned that the upcoming mental health 
court, which may alleviate the current jail overcrowding and the crisis intervention 
training program, where police officers develop new ways to deal with offenders who 
have show signs of mental illness. He also pointed out that out of all 50 states, 
Washington is 47th in funding for mental health treatment and prevention.  

Ms. Thomas discussed the long running PACT (program for Assertive Community Training) program 
at LWTC, which includes residential inpatient services,. 

Mr. Thompson spoke out about the WAHA ICM (Intensive Case Management) program. This is de-
signed to “connect people with quality services and transform the mental health system.” 

Both stressed the need to treat people with mental illness where they are at, instead of building more 
jails and prisons.  

Overall, this well attended event informed many on the current issues and impacts of mental illness 
in Whatcom County.           Russ Sapienza 

“Washington 

State is 47th 

in funding 

for mental 

health 
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Fall 2014 

A Special Thanks to Our Sponsors 

    Issues and Impacts                                              



You are invited to 
NAMI Whatcom’s Annual Holiday 

Potluck! 

 Wednesday, December 17th, 2014 

5:30pm—7:30pm 

YWCA Ballroom, 1026 N. Forest Street 

 

On the corner of N.Garden/E.Laurel & N.Forest/E.Maple 

 

We invite all NAMI family, friends and supporters to join us for our Annual  

Holiday celebration. This is a chance to come together, connect and share 
NAMI experiences. 

 

This event includes a main course provided by friends of NAMI Whatcom,  
live music, volunteer recognition, crafts, door prizes and much more! 

 

This is a free community event. We ask that our guests bring a side dish to 
share, or support NAMI’s cause through a monetary donation.  

  

 

 

Questions or Concerns 

Office  

360-671-4950 

Email 

Nami@healthsupportcenter.org  
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HOPE. Just as one of those runners in a relay race hands off the baton to another runner… I too 

want to come along side you with my baton and offer great hope as we together endure this mar-

athon race we call life.  

 

Hope is the entity that we must maintain in our soul and spirit. We need hope in order to battle in 

the trenches that we often find ourselves in. Hope will take us the distance, carry us along this 

journey, it is the one thing we will need for the long haul.  

 

Several years ago when a loved one of mine came to me to say that they had been dual diag-

nosed with Borderline Personality and  Bipolar Disorder... I was not only in disbelief, but  I in-

wardly mocked this type of “psychobabble”. Granted, our family had just lived through incredible 

trauma ( a life threatening illness in one family member and the death of another member of our 

little family). I rationalized that my loved one was acting out in grief, lamenting the recent passing 

of a family member. I definitely could not conceptualize a mental disorder. I could deal with grief. 

I was comfortable with grief. And knowing grief is a process, I could also comfortably share with 

others the request for prayer with this acceptable emotion. But, a “mood disorder”? This was go-

ing to be a whole other kind of challenge on so many different levels. 

 

After facing my own unsettled feelings by pushing through the road blocks of stigma this illness 

often conveys- I found it to be a very lonely road. When a family experiences cancer, people pour 

out so much love and support. But when it comes to mental illness, fear, the lack of knowing how 

to help, or even the erratic behaviors seem to become the forces that drives people away. There 

are no neighborly casserole deliveries in support. Often we who are needing comfort, find the 

doors have been shut, as though our situation was a plague of biblical size, or as if people with 

mental illnesses were dabbling in Satanic realms.  

 

We understand reality and can now face the hard facts that help explain scientific brain pat-

terns. There are those whom might think it’s best to shun the hurting, but they have missed the 

great opportunity to be the fragrance of Christ. But it doesn’t have to be this way…. 

 

There is hope. Just as I grew with a better understanding, hope is there for all of 

us. After sitting in on NAMI Whatcom's Family to Family course, I felt so empowered and  

encouraged. Support and recovery is possible. As my own knowledge expanded this  

became the catalyst to be a voice in the wilderness, to continually be inspired to speak out for 

change. It was a wonderful time of support with other families experiencing their own struggle. 

Family to Family is a place  not only of beginning the journey of understanding, but also hearing 

the most current research.  

 

NAMI is a place of kindness, void of any type of judging. 

A Personal Story of Hope 
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Hope resonates within me. I can envision no more hiding in the shadows (or elephants 

in the room that no one is pointing out the obvious). I can see all places of all worship doors 

opening wide - equally supporting in love with proactive and practical ways for all the family 

members in different types of crises. Pastors, Rabbi, deacons, and leaders etc… will take the 

time to get a basic understanding of mental illness (not to diagnose- that is not their job), but 

again to support this troublesome effect on the whole family. They may even help the family 

members to come out from those shadows to share,  to be vulnerable, to ask for the type of 

help they may need. We must think of ourselves as team members. 

Yes, there might be those who hurt, accuse, or say something dumb…. but each of us must 

learn the act and the work of forgiveness. We have to begin somewhere to be able to move for-

ward. By being that shinning (though overworked) example, will naturally convince others to fol-

low in step. How easy it could be to just have helpful pamphlets and brochures (like NAMI's 

Support groups or the nearby community resources) on back table at any of these places of 

faith. People that are too embarrassed to ask the pastor for help, could grab an informational 

handout and seek help privately. We can do this. It’s just that easy. 

Yes, at times it may seem this vision is more like a lonely but very bold salmon swimming up-

stream but it’s still swimming and going forward....and THAT is progress. 

 

In wanting change to come faster, we have to be careful to not let those times we feel disillu-

sioned by the system or by others (or even our family member), to turn into apathy. Apathy 

crushes hope. That is why hope is so important. I don’t know what “hoops” each of you must 

jump through in order to not lose your hope, but you must know there are many of us reaching 

out to you. You are not alone in this whirlwind. This is your reminder of the truth that there is a 

hope and a future in recovery. Will you come and take the baton and run the race with us? 

 One voice, one small change can make a big impact.   Kerry Monroe 
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Find Help, Find Hope.  
NAMI Whatcom offers several programs that are designed to empower families to find hope. 

Enroll for NAMI Whatcom’s  
upcoming Family to Family  
Education class online at: 

www.NAMIWhatcom.org  

Join us the 2nd and 4th 
Wednesday of every month. 

 
 6:30—8:00PM 

1212 Indian St., Bellingham 
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Many are unaware that recovery from mental illness is very possible. At the age of 24, while 
teaching elementary school and going to graduate school, I was diagnosed with a serious 
mental illness due to long term childhood abuse. 
 
An important principle of recovery is this: recovery is a process, not an event.  
 
Recovery is unique for each person. One way I continue living in recovery is by volunteering 
as an ESL tutor and at the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI). Through facilitating sup-
port groups and mentoring education classes, I give back to my community. Helping others 
allows me to live with a better quality of life as it continually teaches me new skills to cope with 
serious physical and mental illness. NAMI strengthens my recovery. 
   
 In NAMI support groups we have a principle, "we expect a better future in a realistic way." 
Though my life goals have changed from before I was diagnosed with serious mental illness at 
age 24, my life is just as meaningful. 
   
What I would like to make people most aware of in Whatcom County is there is hope for peo-
ple living with mental illness. Serious mental illness can deeply impact an individual, yet any 
person can grow in wellness and recovery. 
    
Just as it has strengthened me in my recovery, NAMI Whatcom is here to strengthen anyone 
living with mental illness, family members and loved ones. 

       Laurie Maxwell 

 

Enroll today for the next WRAP class online at: www.NAMIWhatcom.org  

Wellness Recovery Action Plan® 

Find Help, Find Hope.  
NAMI Whatcom offers several programs that are designed to facilitate the recovery process 

for those living with a mental illness. 

Enroll for NAMI Whatcom’s  
upcoming Peer to Peer Education 

class online at: www.NAMIWhatcom.org  

Join us every Tuesday (except the 2nd) 
 

 6:30—8:00PM 
 

1212 Indian St., Bellingham, WA  
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One in four people will experience a mental illness at some point in their life; twenty-five per-
cent. This means that everyone is a friend, a family member, or a coworker of a person living 
with mental illness. Everyone has a story, minor or monumental.  
 
Like many others, my story began in my own brain. Anxiety controlled who I was for years. I was 
slipping out of myself, falling into a self-fulfilling cycle of symptoms I hoped would just one day 
disappear.  
 
On February 7, 2014, the community, my family, and I faced a reality check welcomed by  
nobody. Zachary Leyes, our lovably rambunctious Zack, took his own life in front of his peers 
moments before class was to begin. My younger cousin by two years, the boy who taught us 
more than he would admit and always preferred to stay out of the spotlight, was gone. There is 
no certain explanation. We will never know exactly what battles he was fighting in his head. For 
Zack, “closure” is a mythical entity.  
 
I heard the news over the telephone. Looking back, what I remember most is the second of cold 
silence as I pieced together the reality of my mom’s words. I didn’t want to believe her; and for 
my aunt, uncle, and Zack’s 16-year-old sister Abby, the shock was greater still. A crucial piece 
of our family fabric was missing, tearing a hole that could never be mended.  
 
For me , this was the peak of my anxiety disorder. As a family we realized the complexity of 
these diseases; the reality of their effects. I needed to get help not only for myself, but for the 
people I loved. The treatment that fit me best happened to be anti-anxiety medication, the sup-
port of my church, and weekly meetings with a local therapist. Nobody could change what hap-
pened to Zack, but I could change what was happening to me.  
 
Monumental progress has been made since the beginning of my problems with anxiety disorder 
and cousin’s death. I still have difficult days; times where I feel defeated by worry and side ef-
fects. But I’m breathing easy. I can talk to strangers. I can encourage others. I can walk outside 
without fear and know that I am stronger than the illness with which I live. With the right help, 
patience, and research, I believe that we can all be stronger than any illness.   
 
Like many others, I needed a way to share my road to recovery. I needed a way to help others 
find the relief of disease management. I needed a way to fight for a world where suicide is no 
longer a factor. NAMI is that vehicle for me. The mission for which we strive is more powerful 
than the actions of one alone. With NAMI comes the ability to make change; and our stories,  
failures and successes, will be the driving force.  
 
Mental illnesses are diseases like any other. They’ve been painful and confusing for genera-
tions. They’ve hurt us. They’ve taken lives. We owe it to ourselves to continue the fight. The 
most important thing to take away from my story and Zack’s is this: If you remove the names 
and circumstances, these stories could apply to anyone. Mothers, teachers, uncles, pastors, 
politicians, and little brothers. Nobody is completely free of risk. Miniscule as we wish they could 
be, these diseases can and do affect everyone in our lives.   
 
It’s up to all of us to make the changes we need. It’s time for mental illness to be okay. If I’ve 
learned anything in this last year, it’s that nothing is stagnant. We change, our lives change, and 
most importantly: we can change our lives.                  

Mackenzie Butler 

Living In Recovery  
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Upcoming Events 
 

December 17, 2014: Annual Holiday Potluck  

 YWCA Ballroom , 5:30— 7:30PM 

  
December 18, 2014: A Presentation on Orthomolecular Medicine  

 Bellingham Public Library Lecture Room, 6:30—8:30PM  

January 7, 2015: Annual Membership Meeting 

 Health Support Center,  1212 Indian St., 6:30—7:30PM 

January 19, 2015: NAMI DAY– Lobby Day  

 Olympia, WA   

June 6, 2015: NAMI WALK— Whatcom County Satellite Walk 

 Lake Padden Park  

Ongoing Support  (All groups meet at 1212 Indian St. from 6:30-8:00PM) 

 Suicide Survivors Support Group: 2nd and 4th Monday of every month 

 Connection Support Group: 1st, 3rd and 4th Tuesday of every month 

 Family Support Group: 2nd and 4th Wednesday of every month 

  Board Meetings: 1st Wednesday of each month 

 

Upcoming Education Classes 

  WRAP: February 2015   

 Peer to Peer: April 2015   

     Family to Family: February 2015  Basics:  March 2015  

You can find the NAMI 
Whatcom Calendar at: 

  
www.namiwhatcom.org 

 
NAMI Whatcom  is looking to recruit additional board members to serve a two year term.  

 
If you are interested in applying for a position on the NAMI Board of Directors please call or 

 e-mail the NAMI office to pick up an application.  
 
 

Send an email of interest to: officecoordinator@namiwhatcom.org for an application.  
 
 

If you have questions, please contact the NAMI Whatcom office  360-671-4950 

NAMI of Whatcom County Recruiting Board Members 

You now have the option to sign up for 
NAMI Whatcom classes online!  

Visit:  www.namiwhatcom.org/classes.html  

NAMI Whatcom Calendar 

http://www.namiwhatcom.org/classes.html


Volunteer Opportunities 

NAMI of Whatcom County would like to thank our current volunteers and would like to extend 
an invitation to become involved in volunteering with us in the future. 

Volunteers are an integral part of bringing additional services and continuing the services we 
provide to our community. If you wish to volunteer for a position that is already filled you can 
join that committee or volunteer to be trained to volunteer to do so in the future. 

When you volunteer for NAMI Whatcom you contribute to our effort to provide services and 
compassion for people living with mental illness and their families. We look for several ideals in 
potential volunteers, including: compassion, patience, a willingness to learn, desire for helping 
others find hope, basic office skills, experience with mental illness and a passion for upholding 
NAMI Whatcom’s mission of support, education advocacy and research.  

There will be more opportunities to be trained over the year. We are excited and eager to      
expand services and look to other areas to offer additional trainings to our volunteers.  

If you are interested in becoming involved with NAMI Whatcom, or would like to be notified of 
opportunities to be trained in the future, 
please contact the NAMI Office. 

 

 

 

Thank you again to all of our current  

volunteers, we could not do this  

without you! 

Health Support Center 
1212 Indian Street 

 
Mail: PO Box 4124 

Bellingham, WA 98227 

Our office is open from  
10AM-3PM, M-F 

 
Phone: 360-671-4950 

 
nami@healthsupportcente

r.org 
 

NamiWhatcom.org 
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NAMI Whatcom is an organization fueled almost entirely by the tireless    
efforts of  selfless volunteers with a passion for improving the lives of many.  

NAMI Washington offers trainings for 

 Family to Family Co-Teachers 

 Family Support Group Facilitators 

 Peer to Peer Co-Teacher 

 Connection Support facilitators 

 BASICS Co-Teachers  

Other Positions 

 Experienced Volunteer Coordinator 

 Community Outreach Internship 

 Office Support Volunteers  

 Various Development Team Members  

NAMI Whatcom is seeking... 



 
LIKE US ON 
FACEBOOK! 

 
 

Health Support Center 
1212 Indian Street 

 
Mail: PO Box 4124 

Bellingham, WA 98227 

 
Questions? 

 
 (360) 671-4950 

 
nami@healthsupportcenter.org 

 
 

NAMIWhatcom.org 

Basic Information: (provide business info for sponsorships) 

Name (or business): ______________________________ 

Address: _______________________________________ 

City/State/Zip: ___________________________________ 

Telephone #: ____________________________________ 

Email: __________________________________________ 

Total amount (NAMI will receive): $_________ 

*Please make checks payable to NAMI Whatcom  

 

NAMI is the County’s Voice on Mental Illness: Supporting, Educating, and Advocating for Recovery  

Membership: 
*choose one  
 
[  ] Basic Membership: $35 
[  ]Limited Income Membership: $3  
 
*choose one 
[  ] Renewal 
[  ] New Membership 
 
Donations: 
*All donations are tax deductible to 
the extent of the law  
[  ]$0-99 
[  ]$100-199 
[  ] $200-500 
[  ]Other: $_______________ 

Sponsorships: 
*All sponsorships are tax deductible to the  
 extent of the law  
Owner Name: _________________________ 
 

 Provider Sponsorship $100 
 Corporate Sponsorship $250 
 

Acknowledge my donation/
sponsorship  
[  ] In loving memory of  

_______________________________________ 
[ ] In honor of 

_______________________________________  
[  ] Other  

_______________________________  
 

Please join us in our mission to provide support, educa-

tion, and advocacy for persons with mental illness and 

their families.  

To help others find hope for recovery, become a member 

or sponsor today! 


